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health, .broken sleep, and the worry
consequent upon taking care of the
baby alone causes the milk to dimin-
ish in quantity.

It is at this time that many a
mother concludes, that the baby is
starving, and is very apt to become
discouraged and give up nursing as
.hopeless.

That isa great mistake.
It is usually .true that the strain of

this period is relieved, day by day, as
mother and babe gradually become
adjusted; her health revives and slow-
ly but certainly things will grow more
comfortable, and with this will come
the milk.

So that if the mother will only
strive o carry herself and the baby
past this epoch she will in all likeli-

hood be able to nurse the baby quite
successfully. At least every possible
means to this end should be .tried be-
fore weaning is resorted to.
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HAPPY MAN GIVES PERSONALITY

MANY QUEER TWISTS
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personality into. all sorts of twists in
order to picture "somebody else" on
the screen.

Lyons is usually cast for comedy,
probably because he has a perfectly
serious looking face. Anyway he
awfully clever at comedy roles, lie

often seen with Lee Morah and Vic-

toria Forde, Stella Adams and the
rest of the Nestor Comedy company.
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GETTING IN THE GAME

By Edmund Vance Cooke
We proxy players, who sit and yell,

- Do we gain of the game one' jot or
title

Of its genuine good? ' Would it not
be

To get into the game ourselves a
little?

We citizens, careless and all un-
skilled,

Whose bosses throw us a stick to
whittle

While our national house they shab-- I
bily build,

Shall we not get into the game a
little?

We artist workers, who praise the
past

And whose faith in our ourseves is
weak and brittle,

Is not our day and chance as vast?
Shall we not get into the game a

little?

We grubbers and grinders after
wealth ,

With nothing in life but its drink
and victual,

it not be better for each soul's
health

To get into the game and live a

(Edmund Vance Cooke, in Basbology'
Copyright, 1912, Forbes & Co.)
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Eddie Lyons is a household word in Frills and ruffles are always essen

tia homes of. fans who go to see Uni- - tially youthful in" effect, and the1
versal films at the "movies." He is a young girl's dresses for summer day3'
happy young chap who can turn his are bewitching.
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